
European Salts and Peppers



As salt collectors, we call them “doubles” 

or “double salts,” but they really are salt 

and peppers. Both salt and pepper were 

served open style, mainly in European 

countries. Part of the confusion in thinking countries. Part of the confusion in thinking 

they were only meant for salt could come 

from the fact that in many early French 

catalogs they were shown on the same 

pages as the single salt cellars under the 

category heading of “Salieres.”





An 1890 Radeberg, Germany catalog calls them 

“Doppelte (Double) und Einfache (Simple)  

Salzgefasse (salt cellar).”

A 1903 Fenner catalog calls them “Verschiedene

Salzkannen – Salieres Diverses.” (German and Salzkannen – Salieres Diverses.” (German and 

French for “Various Salts.”)

By 1936, A Brockwitz catalog lists salts in four 

languages – Doppelte Salzfasser, Salieres, Salt 

Cellars and Saleros – German, French, English and 

Spanish – All translating to salt or Salt Cellar, 

but still no mention of pepper.





Salt cellars, particularly the doubles, are still 

used in some European restaurants today. With the 

resurgence of sea salts and larger crystals that 

are not manageable in shakers, single open salt 

dishes are making a comeback in the kitchen with the 

cooks as well as on the dining tables. This applies cooks as well as on the dining tables. This applies 

to the USA as well. Doubles can now be used for 

two types of sea salts – a true DOUBLEDOUBLEDOUBLEDOUBLE salt!

Antique glass doubles intrigue many open salt 

collectors. They are for the most part but a small 

portion of most collections, but could number in 

the thousands if a collector should decide to 

concentrate on them.



They 

can be 

fairly 

plainplain



Or they Or they 

can be 

quite 

ornate



Some “double” as toothpick 

holders or knife rests



Some a bit more complicated



Most are 

clear clear 

glass



Some have

gold or 

staining 

added



Some have

been 

painted



There’s transparent colors



Variations of Pinks
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Vaseline



Amber



And a few oddities



Then there are opaque colors



Milk white is most common



Followed by milk blue



Old catalog images are the easiest way to determine 

the maker and age of your double salts. 

Unfortunately, US companies were not the first to 

copy and imitate popular designs and glass 

patterns. So there are some “not quite identical” 

European made doubles. Many times the differences 

are minor and will only be seen in a side by side 

comparison. Catalog images are only drawings. In 

the following catalog pages, you’ll notice a trend. 

England had very few double salts in comparison to 

European countries. France and Germany seemed to 

have the most, and were made well into the 1930s. 

There are no later catalogs so it’s not known 

exactly how long these were in production. All the 

following catalog images and many, many more can 

be found on the www.opensalts.us website.



The image below is from an 

1870 Edward Moore & 

Company catalog in South 

Shields, England. To the 

right is a page from an 

1870 George Davidson & 

Company catalog located in 

Gateshead-On-Tyne, England.

Notice there are only two 

doubles shown amidst 

all the individual and all the individual and 

table size salts. 



These are from Sowerby catalogs, also located in Gateshead-On-Tyne, 

England. 1882 is on the left and1888 is on the right. There are several 

other pages from these catalogs, but none that picture any other doubles.



This is a page from a 1922 Karhula-Iittala

catalog from Finland.



Leerdam, Netherlands 

catalog pages.

Left, a 1906 page. 

Below, a 1910 page. 
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Baccarat Co.

1893 France

Notice the inserts 

for silver pedestal 

bases and doubles 

directly above



Baccarat Co.

1893 France

Metal handles &

Pattern glass



France - Portieux 1894 France - Vallerysthal 1894



France - Sevres 1888 France - St. Louis 1903



France - Bayel 1923 France - Launay Hautin 1840

Launay Hautin Launay Hautin Launay Hautin Launay Hautin was a distributor of it’s day in France, much 

like Sears & Roebuck that we are familiar with.

These are the French Lacies. So who do you suppose copied 

the style? France off the USA? Or the USA off France?



Germany - Riedel 1885

Not an exact 

match –

but very 

beautiful 

nonetheless



Germany - Adlerhuetten 1928
Most catalogs show individuals, glass handled one piece doubles

and also glass where metal or wood handles can be attached.



Germany - Radeberg 1890 Germany - Meisenthal1907



Villeroy & Boch 1908Germany – Walther 1930



Germany – Brockwitz 1928 and 1936 catalog pages.

Not many changes except the fanciest ones are gone and there are

now more singles. The covered hen is available as a single or double.



And now…

All the USA catalogs All the USA catalogs 

showing

glass doubles…



Would you have guessedWould you have guessedWould you have guessedWould you have guessed

they all fit on one page?they all fit on one page?they all fit on one page?they all fit on one page?

These are all the American made 

doubles found in catalogs to date. 

Americans must have taken after 

their English cousins and did not 

follow the trend in using doubles as 

much as the European countries did.

Top left is McKee Glass Company 

from 1889

Bottom left is Central Glass 

Company in 1880

Below right is Cooperative Flint 

Glass from 1910Glass from 1910



There are probably nearly as many different metal and wood 

handled doubles as there are all glass ones.

Here’s just a few simple examples…



And a few more elaborate ones...

Note that on some 

doubles, the two salts 

are one piece (bottom 

row) while on others, 

the salts may have a 

knob that fits into a 

hole (top center). 

Still others could

be single salts

when removed from

their holders.



Now let’s have a look 

at more colorfulat more colorful

and fun doubles



Child size toys or minis



A myriad of figurals



Dogs and people



Chickens and roosters



Cars and swans



Birds and animals



Squirrels and nuts



New doubles

These were on eBay in 2009. Since they are the same mold in different 

colors, and colors a bit different in a few cases than ever seen before, 

one can assume they are of more recent production. Still very pretty 

and perfect in any doubles collection, but as in so many other facets of 

antique collecting, beware of paying antique prices for newer items. 



The end


